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This research into the regulation of 
illegal imagery focusses on the use of 
keyword searching when investigating 
child sexual abuse material (CSAM). The 
project will investigate if a more efficient 
keyword strategy could be 
implemented. 
While there is academic research into 
the use and development of tools to 
assist with investigations, and decision 
making frameworks there has to date 
been little research into the efficiency of 
the technique of keyword searching. 

By gathering data from each police 
Digital Forensic Unit (DFU) about the 
use of the lists in their investigations a 
framework will be developed to create a 
standardised, nationally available, 
keyword search strategy.

Introduction

References

Keyword List Searching
To help with the prosecution of crimes 
involving child sexual abuse material 
CSAM, by formulating a keyword search 
strategy to be implemented nationally 
by the police forces in England and 
Wales.

Research Objective

All data collected will be anonymous by design.
o Online questionnaire distributed to DFUs to understand how 
keyword list searches are performed in different units

o Data about the contents of the keyword lists collected from each 
DFU using a python script which creates a MD5 hash of the 
words, outputs the first character and length of the word, and the 
number of words in the list for analysis.

Methodology

Regulation of Illegal Imagery: A Digital Forensic 
Keyword Search Strategy

Results, ‘hits’ analysed and investigated

Keyword list search performed on evidence 
file, performed before or after processing

Words relevant to the case added to the 
generic keyword list

Forensic tools process the evidence file,  
including indexing

Seized devices acquired and processed by 
the DFU to create an evidence file
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Further Work

Following analysis of the survey and keyword list data the 
framework will be developed.
Follow up semi-structured interviews will be conducted to gather 
feedback on the resulting keyword search strategy.

Illustration of script

Sample questions

Example of data to be collected


